Word Links

Did you hear the one about the skunk? It stunk!

The words on the list are split, with the first part listed on the left-hand side of the worksheet and the second part listed somewhere on the right. Draw lines to connect the two parts of each word. Then write the complete word on the line.

1. CROW ________________ ●
2. DR ________________ ●
3. PA ________________ ●
4. LA ________________ ●
5. SL ________________ ●
6. TR ________________ ●
7. SA ________________ ●
8. DANG ________________ ●
9. HO ________________ ●
10. COMFOR ________________ ●

1. Too many people in one place.
2. This is what you do with a car.
3. When you stop your car and leave it.
4. If you miss the bus, you’ll be ________.
5. The opposite of fast.
6. A nice way to travel from city to city.
7. Use a boat to do this.
8. Driving too fast is very ________.
9. This can pull a cart.
10. The seat was too small, so I wasn't ________.